Abstract
Introduction
Deformation from polygonal shapes to smooth surfaces is an attractive design tool since it relieves the user from the burden of having to first specify a large set of control points and then stitching complex patches together. This paper presents a new interpolating spline formulation that supports such a modeling paradigm. It only requires the user to manipulate quadrilaterals to design polygonal shapes which are then smoothed or deformed by controlling the shape parameters associated with the vertices. The resulting surface is C 2 continuous and interpolates the given vertices. The formulation allows sharp corners to be easily introduced without using multiple knots or multiple control points.
Our deformation formulation applies only to polygonal shapes of rectangular topology.
Cylindrical or toroidal topology is also supported since they can be tiled by rectangular patches. The smoothing of polygonal shapes is achieved by combining a network of singularly reparametrized bilinear patches [12] with a piecewise smooth surface to obtain a new surface that interpolates all the polygonal vertices. In addition to not needing to solve a system of equations to achieve interpolation, this approach has the advantages of having local tension shape parameters and being C 2 continuous.
Related work
Barr [2] introduced deformation operations for twisting, stretching, bending and tapering surfaces around a central axis. His work was followed by Sederberg and Parry's [13] more generalized deformation technique, called the FreeForm Deformation (FFD) method. The FFD method embeds the object to be deformed in a lattice of control vertices that defines a trivariate Bézier volume. Deformation is done by altering the lattice and recalculating the new positions of the points of the embedded object based on their unique parameter values. Several extended versions of FFDs have since been proposed, incorporating B-spline and NURBS trivariate volumes [11] and allowing lattices of arbitrary shape and topology [9] . Other more recent deformation techniques can be found in the comprehensive survey paper of Bechmann [4] . None of them, however, addresses deformation of polygonal shapes to smooth spline surfaces.
In addition to purely geometric deformation approaches, there are physics-based deformable models. A physicsbased model employs elasticity theory to construct an energy functional, and calculates the model's shape directly by finding a minimum to the energy functional or by solving a set of differential equations [6, 16] . Physics-based models can most closely mimic the sculpting effect and their optimization algorithms automatically produce fair surfaces. However, they typically require intensive computations.
To produce curved surfaces from polygonal shapes, a traditional method is to round sharp corners and edges using parametric blending and filleting techniques [7, 8] . Parametric blends typically join the base surfaces with only C 1 continuity. Another method is to replace each face of a polyhedron by an algebraic surface patch. Bajaj and Ihm [1] replace each face of a triangulated polyhedron by a low de-gree (5 or 7) algebraic surface patch, which has independent degrees of freedom that provide local shape control. More recently, subdivision techniques [5, 10, 14] have emerged as a popular method for obtaining smooth surfaces from polygonal meshes; this is largely due to their elegance in supporting meshes of arbitrary topology and their relationship with multiresolution techniques like wavelets.
Singularly reparametrized line segment
A singularly reparametrized (SR) line segment is a line segment that possesses parametric derivative(s) equal to zero at each end. It is obtained by blending two endpoints with a singular blending function [12, 15] Using a singular blending function st, we can blend two adjacent points V j and V j+1 to produce an SR line segment L j t; that is, L j t = 1 , stV j + stV j+1 t 2 0; 1 (1) which interpolates the two points as well as satisfies the following property
Singular blending
Given a C 2 continuous piecewise curve (comprising a sequence of curve segments), a sequence of SR line segments can be blended with it to create a new piecewise curve that preserves the continuity of the given curve. The blending introduces a parameter which can simulate the effect of tension. Denoting the given piecewise curve by Ct and the sequence of SR line segments by L j t, j = 1; :::; n, then the new piecewise curve Q(t) is Q j t = 1 , C j t + L j t; j = 1 ; :::; n (2) where 0 1. If the SR line segments are very different from the given piecewise curve C j t, then the parameter simply indicates the blending proportions; however, if they are a linearized approximation of the given Ct, then can simulate the tension effect. Since both Ct and L j t, j = 1; :::; n, are C 2 continuous, thus the curve Qt must also be C 2 . Fig. 1(a) illustrates the concept of singular blending by blending a polygon P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 with a smoothing unit circle Ct. In this case, the edges of the polygon are defined as SR line segments as specified in Eqn. (1) (2), we obtain a C 2 continuous closed curve Qt which can be interpreted as a deformed or smoothed version of the polygon.
When the smoothing curve Ct does not interpolate the vertices of the polygon, as is the case in this example, the resulting curve Qt may bear little resemblance to the polygonal shape for low values of , which could be undesirable. However, there is no reason to restrict the SR line segments to be the polygon edges. Instead, we will use the following more general approach. We will determine a new sequence of SR line segments L j t, j = 1 ; :::; n such that when they are blended with the smoothing curve Ct, the resulting curve Qt will interpolate the polygon vertices. This is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Given the smoothing circle Ct, and the polygon P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 , we can find a new sequence of SR line segments L j t, j = 1; :::; n which when blended with the smoothing circle produces the curve Qt that interpolates the polygon vertices. This approach can be extended to smoothing polygonal surfaces. The smoothed surface will interpolate the polygon vertices and is thus guaranteed to resemble the polygonal shapes.
This is the central idea of our approach. The user first sketches the polygonal outline of the object to be modeled in terms of nonplanar quadrilaterals without regard to smoothness of the surface. The resulting smooth surface is guaranteed to interpolate all the polygon vertices. This provides an intuitive modeling approach for the user, and should be especially appropriate for novice designers. Our modeling system initializes the value to a reasonable default value, such as 0.5. The user can then modify the default smooth surface by varying the value. To provide further and more precise control over the shape, we also provide local tension parameters. This is described in the next section. 
Smoothing closed polygon
In the previous section, we gave an example of using a unit circle to smooth a closed polygon. For the technique to be a useful modeling tool, it must be improved in two ways.
First, to enable the user to adjust the tension locally at each joint, we need to generalize the constant value in Eqn.(2) to a function of t. To provide local deformation control, we assign a local tension parameter j to each vertex P j , j = 1; :::; n and then interpolate these tension parameters using the singular blending function: j t = 1 , st j + st j+1 j = 1 ; :::; n: (3) By replacing the constant value in Eqn.(2) by the tension function j t, we obtain a locally deformable curve Qt as follows: Q j t = 1 , j tC j t + j tL j t j = 1 ; :::; n: (4) Second, we need to generalize the unit circle to a smoothing closed curve that is independent of the coordinate system and resembles the polygonal shape. We will use a B-spline to define the smoothing curve since the B-spline has many desirable geometric and computational properties.
Let fP 1 ; :::; P n g be the vertices of a given n-sided polygon and f 1 ; :::; n g be the set of corresponding tension parameters. Our approach first obtains a closed uniform cubic B-spline curve C j t which approximates the given vertices. To produce the closed curve, three additional vertices P 0 , P n+1 , and P n+2 are introduced, where P 0 = P n P n+1 = P 1 P n+2 = P 2 : Using P j , j = 0; :::; n + 2 as the control points of the Bspline curve, we obtain C j t = N 0 tP j,1 +N 1 tP j +N 2 tP j+1 +N 3 tP j+2 (5) where j = 1; :::; n and N i t, i = 0; :::; 3 are the cubic uniform B-spline basis functions [3] .
Let fV 1 ; :::; V n g denote the unknown points that define the sequence of SR line segments L j t, j = 1 ; :::; n to be blended with the B-spline curve obtained. The SR line segments that are determined must be such that the blended curve Qt in Eqn. (4) interpolates the polygon vertices.
That is, we impose the following n constraints: P j = Q j 0 j = 1 ; :::; n:
Substituting for Q j 0 from Eqn (4), P j = 1 , j 0C j 0 + j 0L j 0 j = 1 ; :::; n: Note that the geometric interpretation of this equation is that when j = 1, then V j = P j , and as j decreases to 0, V j moves away from P j . When j = 0 , V j is at infinity, implying no suitable SR line segments can be found. We therefore restrict the value of j to be in the range 0; 1 .
Since L j t, C j t, and j t are all C 2 continuous, the resulting curve in Eqn. (4) 
Smoothing open polygon
In the previous section, we have assumed that the given vertices fP 1 ; :::; P n g form a closed polygon. For the case where these vertices form an open polygon, the polygon must be smoothed by an open B-spline curve. Since the polygon has n , 1 segments, to obtain the same number of segments in the open uniform cubic B-spline curve, we introduce two phantom vertices P 0 , P n+1 where P 0 = 2 P 1 , P 2 and P n+1 = 2 P n , P n,1 :
The phantom vertices are chosen so that the B-spline curve C j t, j = 1; :::; n , 1 interpolates the endpoints P 1 and P n [3] . The interpolation constraints imposed on Qt then become P j = Q j 0; j = 1 ; :::; n , 1 and P n = Q n,1 1: Thus, the vertices of the SR line segments can be solved from V 1 = P 1 V n = P n V j = P j + 1 , j j P j , C j 0 j = 2 ; :::; n , 1:
Singularly reparametrized bilinear patch
Next, we will generalize the above idea from curve to surface design. We first introduce the singularly reparametrized (SR) bilinear patch, which is geometrically equivalent to a bilinear surface but has vanishing end derivatives. That is, an SR bilinear patch is defined by four vertices fV i;j ; V i;j+1 ; V i+1;j ; V i+1;j+1 g: L i;j u; v = 1 ,su1,svV i;j + 1 ,susvV i;j+1 +su1,svV i+1;j +susvV i+1;j+1 (6) Differentiating L i;j u; v in Eqn. (6) and evaluating at u = 0, u = 1, v = 0, and v = 1, yields the following singular properties: First, we assume that the network has a cylindrical topology, where i is the index in the closed direction and j is the
index in the open-ended direction. That is, the network of vertices has m n , 1 quadrilaterals.
To obtain a B-spline surface S i;j u; v, i = 1 ; :::; m and j = 1 ; :::; n,1, from the network of vertices, we first introduce some additional points as in the case of curves. Analogous to handling open curves, we add two rows of phantom vertices P 0;j and P m+1;j where j = 1 ; :::; n; that is, P 0;j = 2 P 1;j , P 2;j and P m+1;j = 2 P m;j , P m,1;j j = 1 ; :::; n. Analogous to handling closed curves, we add three rows of vertices to wrap around the end vertices P i;0 = P i;n P i;n+1 = P i;1 P i;n+2 = P i;2 
Results
To illustrate the proposed modeling paradigm, we will now show how a vase can be modeled using our prototype system. The user first specifies a polygonal shape, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Our system then uses these vertices to define a smooth B-spline surface, which is shown in Fig. 4(b) . This B-spline surface only approximates the polygonal shape. Next, the system assumes a global tension value of = 0.5, and determines a set of SR bilinear patches (Fig. 4(c) ) to be blended with the B-spline surface to produce the smooth vase shown in Fig. 4(d) . This smooth surface is C 2 continuous and interpolates all the given vertices (the black squares shown in the figure). Fig. 5 and 6 show some possible ways of modifying the default shape ( = 0.5) generated by the system. The leftmost vase in all these figures is the default shape. shows the effects of changing the tension parameters globally; the vase can be made to have sharper corners ( Fig.  5(a) ) or be rounder ( Fig. 5(b) ). The user can also modify the vase locally. Fig. 6 shows the effects of varying the tension parameters of those vertices in the third row.
Conclusion
We have presented a new spline formulation for deforming polygonal shapes to smooth surfaces. It is conceptually simple and easy to use even for novice users. The user needs only to specify a polygonal shape and then the modeling system will generate a default smooth surface interpolating all the polygonal vertices. The user can then modify the default smooth surface, either globally or locally, by changing the local tension parameters. The method is computationally simple, and guarantees C 2 continuity. The usefulness of this new modeling paradigm has been demonstrated by several modeling examples. 
